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A theoretical model for predicting the threshold of instability for two-

phase flow in a natural circulation loop is presented. The model calculates the

flow transient caused by a step disturbance of- the heat input, and is based upon

the conservation laws of mass, momentum and energy in one~diiaensional form. Empi-

rical correlations are used in the model for estimating the void fractions and

the two-phase flow pressure drops. The equations are solved numerically in a

finite difference approximation coded for a digital computer.

An experimental study of the hydrodynamic instability and dynamic burnout

in two-phase flow has been performed in a natural circulation loop in the pressure

range from 10 to TO atg. The test sections were round ducts' of 20, 30 and 36 ran

inner diameter and H89Q mm heated length. The experimental results showed that

within the ranges tested, the stability of the flow increases with increasing

pressure ana Increasing throttling before the test section» but decreases with

increasing Inlet subcooling and increasing throttling after the test section. Com-

paring the natural circulation burnout steam qualities with corresponding forced

circulation data shoved that the former data were low by a factor up to 2.5. How-

ever, by applying inlet throttling of the flow the burnout values approached and

finally coincided with the forced circulation data.

The present experimental results as well as data available from other sour-

ces have been compared with the stability thresholds obtained with the theoretical

model. The comparisons included circular, annular and rod cluster geometries, and

the agreement between the experimental and theoretical stability limits was good.

Finally the application of the experimental and theoretical results on the

assessment of boiling heavy water reactor design is discussed.
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1. Introduction

In recent years a research program concerning the flow of steam water mix-

tures in vertical heated channels has been in progress at AB Atomenergi in Gweden.

During the first phases of this program the steady forced circulation flow was

studied, and measurements of pressure drop, void fractions, heat transfer coeffici-

ents and burnout have been presented in a series of reports jl-6].

However, it has been observed by many investigators that strong hydrody-

namic oscillations may under certain conditions develop in boiling loops. These

oscillations may reduce the burnout values considerably compared to conditions in

steady flow. In nuclear boiling reactors such oscillations may also influence the

total void volume and therefore the reactivity. The oscillations occur more readi-

ly' under natural circulation than for forced circulation, and information permitt-

ing prediction of the onset of flow instabilities in the fuel elements, the natu-

re of the flow and the burnout conditions during oscillatory behaviour of the

system are therefore of particular importance for the designer of boiling reactors

with natural circulation.

A study of the flow in vertical heated channels during natural circulation

was therefore included in our research program. During this study both analytical

and experimental techniques were used.

The method of tackling the problem experimentally was to simulate the re-

actor fuel element by means of test sections which were electrically heated. It is

desirable to carry out full-scale experiments, but since such experiments would be

very time-consuming and difficult to analyze or interpret, it was decided to start

the investigation by studying the flow in channels of the most simple geometry,

such as round ducts, with the purpose of determining the influence on stability

and dynamic burnout of such basic parameters as static -nressure, inlet subcooling,

surface heat flux, mass velocity, test section diameter, heated length and inlet

and outlet throttling. However, a loop for studying full-scale rod clusters will

soon be in operation.

Theoretically, the problem ha.s been acproached by considering the basic

conservation laws of energy, mass and momentum in one-dimensional form, and re-

ducing these equations to a set of partial differential equations which was

possible to solve numerically by means of a Mercury Ferranti digital computer.
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One should note, however, that an important physical difference exists

between a loop experiment and the conditions encountered in a reactor. When the

flow oscillates in the reactor, the steam void fraction and the reactivity of the

system become time dependent. The change of reactivity influences the power which

again influences the void fraction. In the present analytical and experimental

study this interaction between void fraction and power has been neglected as well

as the hydrodynamic interaction between different channels.

2,0 One-DimensionalAnalysis for Onset of Instability for Two-Phase Flow in

Vertical Heated Channels

2.1 Basic Equations and Boundary Conditions

For the present analysis one-diraensional flow is assumed. This implies

that all radial gradients are neglected, and the conservation laws for mass,

energy and momentum then become

Continuity equation

„ p (l-a) + p a
dt I I g

f Vf ( l" a } + P, • ] • (1)

K ef(l-a)
g

9z
rf hf(l-a) +

g g
h •]• (2)

+ If

pf(l-a) + p 2 =<P2 = 0 (3)

In addition to equations 1, 2 and 3 two more equations are needed in order

to describe the system completely in the two-phase flow region. These equations con-

cern the multiplier, cp2, for computing the two-phase flow friction pressure gra-

dient, and the relation between the void fraction, a s and the steam quality x . At
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present only empirical correlations based on experimental results are available.

For the two phase flow friction multiplier two correlations were used. The first

was the Mart in e Hi and Kelson[7] correlation, which was put in the mathematical

form [8]

cp2 - 1 + axb (h)

where a and b are functions of pressure only.

a

The other was the correlation by Becker et al . [l]

cp2 = 1 + 2400 (I)0*9 6 (6)

Also for computing the relation between void fraction and steam quality,

two different correlations were used. The first was based on Martinelli and

Nelson's results, which according to reference [8J can be expressed by an equa-

tion for the slip ratio
p-p

S - (1+cx3^) (0,795 + 0.1*10 — } (7)

where c is a pressure dependent parameter.

The other void fraction correlation was based on the momentum model by

Levy |9]t which was modified as follows in order to obtain a better agreement with

experimental results [lo]

(1-oQ2 . Pf x2 1 (1-X)2 1

where

a* = (0.8 - 0.2 a)a (9)

Boundary Condition

The boundary condition for eqs. (1-3) is obtained by integrating the press-

ure drop over the heated channel

Ap = ~ |E dz (10)

o

Two cases leading to two versions of the flow model were considered.
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The pressure difference over the heated channel including inlet and out-

let losses is prescribed and the boundary condition then becomes

A po * -J If dz + AP i n
 + AP c e

 (l

o

where the inlet and the outlet losses are given by formulas in section 2.2.

This version of the model is similar to the stability problem studied by

Quandt fllj.

£ase_ JCI

A complete natural circulation loop, including riser, steam separator,

and downcomer will now be considered,and the boundary condition becomes

- \ ~ dz + Ap - ~ dz + Ar> + åp. = ApJ 3z ce J 3z -re -in -̂ (12)

In the following analysis it will be shown that the pressure drop over

the channel as well as the other pressure differences in equation (ll) or (12)

can be expressed in terms of inlet water acceleration, v (t), and properties

describing the instantaneous state in the loop. Equation (ll) or (12) will then

give an explicit equation for v (t), which together with the continuity equation

can be solved numerically.

The analysis is based upon the following assumptions.

a. The pressure drop along the channel is small compared with the mean

system pressure.

b. The inlet fluid temperature is constant.

c. The effect of subcooled boiling is neglected except for a small correc-

tion , which is applied to the frictional pressure drop in the non-boiling

region as described in reference [lo].

Assumption a) permits the use of space and time independent values for

density, internal energy and enthalpy for both phases of the fluid.

Assumption b) is permissible if the transport time through the downcomer

is large compared with the time constant associated with the instability.



2.? Mathematical Treatment of aquations

The axial position, z (t), of the net boilinp boundary was calculated from

a heat balance for the non-boiling part of the channel. Consider in figure 1 the

fluid eleraent Fdz , which at the time t-x(c,z,t) is at the position C » and at

the time t will ce at the position i . The element has received the following,

amount of heat since it entered the channel:

t
f
j q.LU(t'),t') df
t-t(o,z,t)

dz = dz (13)

By the definition of r(c,z,t) follows
t
f

z - C = v (t')dt1

At the boiling boundary this amount of heat just equals the inlet sub-

cooling enthalpy, Mi. p r Fdz» Thus, the implicit equations

dc = Ah. o F
m f (15)

v (f )dt' = x -
o o

(16)

determine the .boiling boundary z (t).

Integration of the momentum eauation in the one-nhase flow region gives

j i)z pf (17)

o

where the last term represents the one-phase flow friction pressure drop, and the

friction coefficient f was obtained from .Moody's correlation [l2|. In the two-

phase flow region one obtains

- f E
dz

dz =
Sw

ce

p (l-a)+p a f(|f) ,-2 dz (18)

where w(z,t) = p v (l-a) + p v a (19)
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-1

p* = p
1-a

(20)

An expression for — is now obtained by combining equations (l) and (2),

which gives

ft p f
v (l-a) + v a (21)

Substituting

v. (l-a) + v a = w I-X X

p f pr.
(2?)

and integrating equation (21) from z to z , next differentiating with respect

to t and finally eliminating rr by means of equation (l), one obtains
ot

9t 1-x x I o

1 1

J fZ
__ (£ t Jd£ ~ z q(z ,
3t o o

1 d;c 3w
~-w-r~

p p da 3?,

In order to obtain an expression for z (t) equations (15) and (l6) were

differentiated with respect to time, and -rr- was eliminated, yielding

zo(t) =
v2 (t)

vo<t) -

where

I =
! 1
'v (f )- o 9tf I v (tf)

(25)

Frora equations (17), (18), (23) and {2k) the followinp expression Tor the

total pressure drop over the heated channel is obtained

L

An = - -r^ dz = a. v + a_
J 3z 1. o 2

(26)

where

a. =
dz

*1 ' f J 1 +
z
o

(27)



L

a,.
Y

F h LT(z ,
L o

•t.7* *"*

L
1 f 1
p

dx , , 3w
1+yx act * Sz p (l-a)+p a

1 6

( 2 8 )

and

Y = ^ - 1 (29)

Equation (26) gives the pressure drop as a function of v and quantities

describing the instantaneous state in the channel. This equation can now be solved

together with the continuity equation and the boundary condition. As mentioned

earlier two cases depending on the boundary condition were studied.

In this case the boundary condition is expressed by equation (11) and for

the inlet and outlet pressure losses we have

"in »f f Li < 3 0 )

Equation (ll) then yields

where

(32)

( 3 3 )

o = Ap 4 k.2 ^o 2 in

2-^ (̂ 4)o 2 ce V ;ce

and Ap is the specified pressure drop over the channel.

Here the boundary condition is given by equation (12)
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L+L

The pressure drop over the riser, ~ -^ dz, is calculated in the same way
J

as the pressure drop in the boiling part of the channel, with qT = 0 and the

boundary conditions

X . = x
ri ce

F w . = F w
r n ce

The pressure drop over the riser then becomes

L+L
r

IE

L+L

dz «
1 1-x x F o F h_

L L p f p g

9 q
•L

1 dx / . v r I • fWS /v?
p p da r * 3z *• * ; r e *• *

L+L L+L
r

p f(l-a) + pg ajdz + j ( | | ) o cp2 dz

L

(35)

For the remaining terms in equation (12) we use

1.
2 ce

A p
r e

AD.
- m

k- p - v
2 m f o

K P f Hd - P f

(36)

The downcomer is represented by a drivinp height H and an equivalent

length L,. The friction losses in the downcomer are included in AP- • Equation

(12) then gives

AP » (37)

where L+L

" pf Ld - F; pf

r
dz

1+YX

(38)
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T r r 9o I V^(t) O

i Itb» _ r 0 ri
b 2 " a P f rid " F<2 " a Pf rid " F< h_ J 1+YX I J H ^ " I v ( t ) - qT(z . t )

L+L 3 L+L

g L

" H r e + ^^ri" 2kin pf Vo " 2kce W e e "
P " P P

2.3 Summary of Differential Equations

From equations (26) and (32) or (3T) the following expressions are obtain-

ed for the inlet acceleration

•£aJLe_ i

QV
O

dt ax - b 1
(fcOa)

£ase_ _II
dv b' - a
-r~ = „ • . f • Ctöb)
at â  - o'

Equation (^0) together with the continuity equation

3a 1 3w
9t p ~ p 3z

describes the transient flow in the loop. The equations can be solved numerically

when intitial conditions for the variables are known.

2,h Initial Conditions

As initial conditions for equations (ho) and {hi) the steady state solu-

tion was chosen. This solution was obtained from the sane set of equations, nep-

lecting all time derivatives and using an iterative method. Starting with an

assumed value for v , the pressure drops for the heated channel and the outer

part of the loop were calculated. If the pressure balance was not satisfactory,

a new value for v was chosen and the procedure was repeated until a sufficient

accuracy for the pressure drop balance was obtained.

2.5 ilumerical Solution of

The system of partial differential equations was solved numerically by a
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finite difference technique using a Mercury Ferranti digital computer. The

channel and the riser were divided into M and TJ steps of lengths Az = L/M

and Az = !> /N, respectively. With a time step At, equations (ho.) and (̂ 1)

were approximated by

bo(t) - a (t)
v (t+At) = v (t) + At --/v-v v"7-T (1+2o o a.. (,t,) - b, (,t;

± J_

r*
a(t+At,mAz) = a(t,mAz)+ -r • w(t,mAz) - w(t ,(m-l)Az )

The axial integrations involved in the calculations were performed accor-

ding to the trape2 method.

The first sequence of the computer program concerns the steady state

flow. Utilizing this sequence a series of calculations was performed for different

values of the heat input, but at fixed values for the pressure, inlet subcooling

and liquid level. This enabled us to establish curves for the mass flow rate ver-

sus the power input.

Then the transient flow response caused by a step increase of 1 per cent

in qT(z,t) was calculated. Considering the inlet velocity, it appeared that the

response was a transient with large oscillations. If the oscillation diverged the

initial steady flow condition in the loop was considered unstable and if the

oscillation decayed the initial flow was considered stable. Flow transients were

calculated for some values of the power input, and the stability limit was deter-

mined as that power input where the oscillation in inlet velocity changed from de-

creasing to increasing amplitude.

Concerning the spatial variation of q (z,t) there are at present two

versions of the program, one with q (z,t) constant along the channel length,

and one where q (z,t) can be given a 3-step variation over the channel length,

each of arbitrary length and magnitude.

3*0 Apparatus

The flowsheet of the loop is shown in figure 2.

From the electrically resistance heated test section the fluid flows

through a riser of 36 mm inside diameter and into a steam separator. The steam

water mixture was discharged radially into the separator through 96 holes in the

riser. The diameter of the holes was 8.2 rm* From the top of the steam separator

the steam flowed to an aircooled condenser, and the condensate returned to the
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bottom of the steam separator where it nixed with the rest of the water. Fran the

separator the water flowed through a 51 ran inner diameter downcoiner, and a cooler

for adjusting the inlet temperature, before returning to the inlet of the test

section. The downcoiaer was also supplied with a throttle valve and between the

preheater and the test section a venturimeter was mounted for measuring the flow

rate.

The loop was designed for an operating pressure of 65 at ft and constructed

of stainless steel. For further details of the loon and its exact dimensions we

refer to a previous report [13]•

The test sections were 20, 30 and 36 mm inner diameter stainless steel

ducts and the heated lenghts were ko90 ram for the 20 ana 36 mm ducts, and ^k20 mr.

for the remaining duct. Three copper cylinders, 25 mm long were brazed on the test

section at three points,^ one in the centre and one at each end. The copner elec-

trodes, supplying the power to the test section, were clanped round the copper

cylinders. The power was supplied from a direct current nenerator. The maximum

available current was 6000 arvps, and voltages ranging- from 0 to iho volts could

be obtained. The two end electrodes were connected to one pole of the generator,

and the central electrode to the other pole. This arrangement made it unnecessary

to insulate the test section fron the rest of the loop in order to prevent loss

of electric power to the other parts of the loop,

3«1 In st rurnentat ion

The following quantities were measured.

1. Static pressure

2« Pressure drop over test section

3. Inlet and outlet water temperatures

h. Power input

5» Mass flow rate

6. Liquid level in the steam separator

T. Wall temperatures at 16 axial positions of the test section

8, Pressure drop over the throttle valve.

In order to determine the burnout conditions, two burnout detectors were

installed. Concerning the details of the instrumentation we refer to reference [13J
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^.0 Experimental Procedures

Before starting a run, the loop was completely filled with desalinated

water, and all ducts connecting instruments to the loop were degassed.

Then a snail amount of power was supplied to the test section. As the

temperature of the water increased, the surplus water due to thermal expansion was

discharged from the loop through a cooler and to the laboratory drain, so that

the desired operating pressure was obtained. The power to the test section was

slowly increased, and as steam started to be generated the discharge rate from

the loop increased and a water surface in the loop was formed. This procedure

continued until the water surface had reached the desired level in the steam sepa-

rator. Then the first readings of the instruments were taken. After noting the

observations the power was slightly increased, the liquid level adjusted by dis-

charging more fluid and after about 15 minutes thermal equilibrium was obtained

so that a new set of readings could be taken. This procedure continued until the

burnout detector shut off the power, indicating that burnout conditions had been

reached in the test section.

As the power increased, the flow reached a maximum and then decreased.

Ultimately the power reached a value where the flow became unstable and started

to oscillate. Three cases are actually possible.

1. Diverging oscillations causing burnout

2. Stable oscillations

3» Burnout without oscillations.

In the second case, the amplitude of the oscillations increases, if one

continues to increase the power, and burnout will finally be obtained.

In the third case the flow is completely stable until burnout is obtained,

and one would expect the burnout values to be identical with values obtained

during steady state forced circulation.

5.0 Research Program and Range of Variables

An examination of the problem revealed that for a fixed geometry of the

loop and the test section the critical power could be defined by the function

(q/A)Cr = f(p,ATsub,H) (MO

The mass velocity, m/F, and the steam quality x are not included since
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these parameters are determined when the parameters in eq. {kk) are fixed. Ir

addition to the parameters in equation {hh) it was decided also to study the

effects of the test section diameter and the effects of changing the peometry of

the loop. The geometrical changes employed were throttling of the flow before or

after the test section.

The performance of the loop permitted the static pressure to be varied

between 10 and 70 atg, the inlet subccolinr between 2 and iC C and the

liquid level between b&ib and 593!? mra above the reference leve].

Throttling of the flow before the test section was achieved by means of

the throttle valve in the downconer , 5 positions of this valve were employed.

4?hrottlir£ of the flow after the test section was obtained by reducinp

the number of 8.2 ram holes in the riser exit. ?, 3, ** and 96 holes were used. In

addition , a few runs were made with both inlet and outlet throttling.

In order to reduce the number of runs , the effects of inlet subcoolinf,

liquid level and throttling were only studied at a pressure of 50 atg usinr the

20 HT.1 test section. The total research program consisted then of 39 runs.

6.0 Experinental Results

The effects of pressure, inlet subcoolinp;, liquid level, inlet throttlinp,

outlet throttling and diameter were studied separately, one of the parameters being

varied, the remaininr beinf kept constant.

The major portion of the experimental program was carried, out usin^ the

20 mm diameter test section and in the following discussion, the results concern

this duct, unless otherwise stated.

The measured flov conditions at the onset of instability and burnout arc

piven in table I.



Table I . Measured Flow Conditions at Onset of Instabi l i ty and Burnout

Run No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

13
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
IS'
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

d

am

20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
30
30
30
30
30
30

hi
ism

4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4420
4420
4420
4420
4420
4^20

H

mm

5835
5835
5835
5835
5835
5835
5835
5835
5835
5835
5635
5735
5935
5835
5835
5835
5835
5835
5835
5835
5835
5835
5835
5835
5365
536-j
5365
5365
3363
5365

P

at g

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
10
20
30

4o
50
60

AT .sub

°C

50
4 .1
3.2
2.8
2 . 1
2 . 2
2.4
7 .2

11.0
l6.0

2 . 0
1.9
2 . 0
2 . 0
2 . 2
2 . 4

3-3
11.0
11.0
11.0
11.0

3.1
3.0
3.2

10
10
10
10
10
10

.55 *

.60 *

.65 *

.75 *

.80 *

.70 *

.65 *

.80 *

.80 *

.80 *

.80 *

.80 *

.80 *
1.25
8.00

21.25
60.0
2.85
6.75

15.5
-

.80 *

.80 *

.80 *

.59 *

.59 *

.C6 *

.75 *

.£,; *

.70 *

Fo/F

16.15
16.15
16.15
16.15
16.15
16.15
It.15
16.15
16.15
16.15
16.15
16.15
16.15
16.15
16.15
16.15
16.15
16.15
16.15
16.15
16.15
0.655
c. 492
0.328

11.84
11.84
11.34
11.84
11.8*
11.84

(m/F)Cr

kg/m2s

860
885
735
725
735
812
901
856

1025
114o

706
732
770
716

..

-
770.0
675.0

-
582
529
615

1230
1025
575
84p
880

STABLE

(«./v)Cr
kW/

/litre

41.6
61.6
96.8

120.0
146. ̂
158,0
lf^.O
121.0
83.8
68.0

146.0
146.0
146.0
151.0
_
-
-

130.0
144.2

-
97.6
77-6
21.8
36.0
80.0

124.0
160.5
174.0

STABLE

XCr

10 .8
17 .1
35.2
46.5
58.6
57.3
51.4
40.0
20.5
13.1
62.3
58.9
56.0
62.3
_

~
47.1
6O.5
„

-

49.1
43.0
9.6
4 . 3

15.9
32.5
_
49.4

STABLE

(å/F)
BO

kg/ i t i 2 s

500.00
563.0
630.0
732.0
8O5.O
90c. 0
796
835.0
910.0
694.0
720.0
751.0
707.0
637.0
570.0
461.0
735-0
660.0
600.O
505.0
459.O
378.0
395-0

620.0
770.0
023.O
87J.O
I- J>£- • s'

^ A > B 0

W/cm2

42.0
51.5
58.8
67.O
75-7
80.5
79-0
67.5

637
57.2
74.6
75.0
76.1
78.3
76.9
73.7
63o
70.1
75.8
74.4
69.4
61.0
52.8
32.3
54.6
80.9

104.4
124.7
132.4
132.0

XB0

52-6
56.2
60.0
60.9
61.4
51.7
48.4
42.4
32.&
63.5
61.6
59-8
65-5
71.4
76.4
81.2
53-5
65-3
70.7
78-7
78.2
82.3
47.9
17-4
29.3
42.0
49.4
51.8
48.7
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Sun Ho

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

•d

mm

30
30
30
%
36
36
36
36
36

h
:raa

4420
4420
4420
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890
4890

H

mm

5365
5365
5365
5835
5835
5835
5835
5835
5835

P

at g

50
50
50
10
20
30
30
30
50

sub
°C

10
10
10

8
8
7.9
1.8
4.0
8

5 .0
11.2
69.O
1.18*
1.22*
1.37*
1.37 *
1.37*

120.0

Po/F

11.84
11.84
11.84

5.0
5.0

. 5.0
5-0
5.0
5.0

(A/P)Cr

kg/m2s

-

940.0
770.0
760.0

l )
1)
1)

(Q/v)Cr

kW/
l i t re

- .

' 44.2
89.4

115.5
1)
1)
1)

XCr

28.4
39.7

1 )
1 )
1 )

( å/F)B0
kg/m2s

825.0
760.0
'565.O
725.0
755.0
755.0
836.O
769.O
512.0

U/A)B0

W/cm2

133-1
131.4
111.0
54.3
84.1

105.9
115.5
128.2
138.4

*B0

55.0
59-1
67.5
l8.4
30.3
40.9
31.2
37.1
65.2

VJ1

i

* Throttle valve fully open

l) How recorded owing to Instrumentation Failure
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6.1 Effect of Pressure

The effect of pressure was studied regarding the case where the inlet sub-

cooling was approximately 2 C, and where the liquid surface was 5835 tarn, above

the reference level. The results are shown in figure 3, where the measured mass

velocities are plotted versus the surface heat flux. The power density, or the

power per litre test section, is also indicated along the horizontal axis, since

perhaps this parameter is of greater significance for the stability than the sur-

face heat flux. The end point on each curve represents the last measurement of the

series. A further increase of the power caused the burnout detector to react, in-

dicating that burnout conditions had been obtained in the test section. Curves

representing the threshold of instability and the burnout values are also given.

Concerning the measurement of mass velocity after the onset of instability, there

may be slight errors in the measured values, owing to the effects of fluid accele-

ration on the venturimeter readings. Only dotted curves are therefore shown in the

oscillating flow regime.

It is observed that as the pressure increases, the threshold of instabili-

ty increases and approaches the burnout curve with which it coincides at approxi-

mately 65 atg. For higher pressures burnout is obtained direct without the flow

passing through the oscillating regime.

The flow oscillations were studied by recording the output from the ventu-

rimeter and its D.P. cell. Figures h and 5 show traces obtained at different pres-

sures just before burnout. Although the absolute values nay contain serious errors,

the figures show that as the pressure increases the amplitude of the oscillations

becomes smaller, indicating less violent oscillations and more stable flow.

Figure 6 shows the frequencies of the oscillations discussed in the pre-

vious diagram together with the frequencies obtained with the 30 mm diameter test

section. It can be seen that as the pressure increases, the frequency also increas-

es.

Reverting to figure 3, one observes that the burnout- heat flux has a maxi-

mum value at a pressure of 65 atg. This is in agreement with the available infor-

mation for steady state forced convection burnout where the maximum heat flux

occurs at a pressure of between ko and 75 atg [l^].

In order to compare the measured burnout values with forced circulation

burnout conditions, the 20 mm test section was, on completion of the measurements,

mounted in a forced circulation loop. This loop had a pump with a pressure head of

8 atg. It was therefore possible to apply heavy throttling of the flow before the
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test section, securing as far as one could detect stable operation of the loop.

Unfortunately, the forced circulation loop had only a lasximur. operating pressure

cf hO atg, so that the comparison could only be established up to this pressure.

The comparison in question is f.iven in figure 7 in tenns of the burnout

stean qualities. One should note that the forced circulation burnout oualitics

were obtained by extrapolating, from the measurements to the sane heat fluxen as

the natural circulation data. The comparison reveals that the forced circulation

data are higher by a factor of about 1.3. It would have been of preat interest to

extend the forced circulation runs to 70 at{% where no flov oscillations were ob-

served in the natural circulation loop. Guch runs are now nlanned in our labora-

tory using a recently built hiffh pressure loop.

6.2 Hrrec-t. or 1 nlet| Subcoo 1 ing;

The effect of inlet subcooling was studied at a pressure of 50 atp and a

liquid level» II, of 5Ö35 nra in the sterai separator. The mass velocity versus heat

flux curves are given in figure 8, and in figure 9 the heat fluxes at the onset of

oscillations and at burnout are plotted versus the inlet subcoolinr. It is obser-

ved that the stability of the flow is strongly reduced as the inlet subcoolinf:

increases. At 16 C inlet subcoolinf a critical heat flux of 2h \</cm2 was obtained

compared vith 73 W/cm2 at 2 C subcoolinp;.

However, at very great subcoolinr temperatures it is possible that the

critical power will start to increase with a further increase of the inlet sub-

eooiinc, since a relatively larpe portion of the nower is then used for .just heat-

ing the water up to the saturation temperature. This behaviour is demonstrated in

figure 10, where the critical power density at a pressure of 50 atg is slotted

versus the inlet subcoolinp. In the figure are also included the data obtained at

16 U C and 2^k c inlet subcooling with a 10 nan diar.eter test section. These data

were obtained during an earlier phase of the investigation before the stean sepa-

rator was installed and have been discussed in reference |l3|. A very larre in-

crease of the critical power density is observed at the highest subeoolinfts, so

that the value obtained at 2kk C inlet subcoolinp:, is actually higher than the

value corresponding to 2 C subcooling.

Our loop is now being modified so that the flow in the whole ranfe of sub-

coolinr temperatures can be studied.
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6.3 Effect of Liquid Level

The effect of the liquid level in the stean separator vas studied in the

case of 2,0 C inlet subcooling and 50 atg pressure. The maximum possible varia-

tion was 300 mm, and since this value is small compared with the length of the

test section with the risers only small variations of the measured critical and

burnout heat fluxes could be expected. The conclusions reached should therefore

be treated with caution.

As shown in figure IT of reference |l3| we found that the burnout heat

flux increases slightly with increasing liquid level,, while the critical heat flux

remained constant. The corresponding critical steam qualities, however, decreased

from 0.6l to 0.52 as the liquid level was changed from 5635 ram to 5935 Kim.

6.U Ef£ect of Jnlet i Throttling

The effect of throttling before the test section was studied in respect

of 50 at g pressure, 5835 mm liquid level and ̂ 2,0 C and •v 11.0 C respectively

inlet subcooling. The throttling of the flow through the throttle valve is indicat-

ed by means of the £.-values for the throttle valve defined by the equation

AP- = q Pf £ (1.5)

where v is the velocity of saturated water through the test section. The results

obtained for 11 C inlet subcooling are shown in figure 11.

It can be observed that as the throttling increases, the stability of the

loop also increases and finally the flow is so stable that burnout is obtained

direct without preceding flow oscillations. With regard to the burnout heat fluxes,

these also increase with increasing inlet throttling until they reach a maximum

whereafter they decrease with further throttling owing to the high steesm qualities

which are now encountered in the test section.

This is more clearly demonstrated in figure 12, where the burnout steam

qualities are plotted versus the inlet throttling. The corresponding values for

forced circulation are also indicated in the figure. The forced circulation points

were obtained by extrapolation to 50 atg from the measured values, which were ob-

tained between 10 and UO atg. As the pressure drop over the throttle valve increas-

es, the measured burnout steam qualities rapidly approach the values for forced

circulation, indicating the absence of flow instabilities.
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6.5 Effect of Outlet Throttling

The outlet throttling vas varied by changing the number of 6 ran holes at

the end of the riser,

Ive found that as the outlet throttling increased, t-he critical and burn-

out heat fluxes decreased, indicating that outlet throttling1 renders the flow more

unstable. For the details of these results we refer to reference [l3] .

6.6 Effect of Test Section Diameter

The measurements with the 30 mm and 36 mn diameter test sections will only

be discussed briefly, and as regards the details of these runs we refer to a report

by Mathisen et al. [15].

Figure 13 shows the results of studying the effects of pressure, using the

30 mm test section. Generally, the curves reveal the same characteristic shapes as

the curves for the 20 mm duct previously shown in figure 3» Owing to differences in

heated length, inlet subcooling and the fact that the throttling effect of the

outer loop is relatively greater when a 30 mm test section is used, a satisfactory

quantitative comparison between the two sets of data cannot be established.

Corresponding data obtained with the 36 mm test section are given in fi-

gure Ik.

A comparison between two sets of data obtained with the 20 and 36 nun ducts

at almost identical values for the pressure, inlet subcooling and liquid level is

presented in figure 15. The flow in the 2C ram duct became unstable at a power den-

sity of 122 kW/litre, while the flow in the 36 nai duct was still stable at a power

density of 135 kV/litre, which corresponded to the maximum possible operating power

for the loop, or 675 kW. The theoretical value for the onset of instability, corn-

puted by means of the analysis in section 2. was in this case 15^ kw/litre. This

seems to indicate that the stable power density increases with an increasing dia-

meter. However, this conclusion needs further experimental verification, since in

the two cases, the relative effect of the throttling of the flow in the outer loop

vas different, a fact which may have helped to stabilize the flow in the 36 mm test

section. Analytically, this diameter effect was verified by means of the model r,re-

sented in section 2, For a ^000 mm long test section the critical power density in-

creased from 65 kV/litre to 115 kW/litre when the diameter increased from 10 to

50 mm. for an inlet subcooling of 1C °C and a static pressure of 50 kg/cm2.



T.0 Comparison between Experimental and Theoretical Results

The experimental results described 5n the previous rectlcrr> h&.v<- bee"

valuable in checking the theoretical flow model,- Ur.til now 1? ca'-er; of the n.e rec-

rements have been analyzed.

Figure 16 shows a comparison between the predicted arid the measured Vi&cr

velocities for the case of 2 C inlet subcooling and no th.'-oc tlingc la I he-

pressure range of 20 to 50 atg the agreement between theoretical and noasuretl

mass velocities is rather good, the discrepancy being a KaxirauE ^f 10 -ner cent

and on the average only 3-^ per cent. For 10 ate the theoretical vF.Jj.ies sum -jibon\

15 per cent higher than those measured, but at TO s.'cr. the theoretical are ab-'jufc

15 per cent lower. The measured and the predicted thresholds of instability arc

also indicated in the figure. One should note that in the C3.se of 70 atg, burnout

was obtained without any oscillations being observed. In this ct.ee th<£- r^alysis

predicts stable flow up to a steam quality of 1,0.

The thresholds of instability are more clearly demonstrated in figure IT,

where the surface heat fluxes at the onset of oscillations are plotted versus the

pressure. The measured values compare well with the predictions, the difference

between the two sets of values being always less than 10 per cent.

Figure 18 shows predicted and measured stability limits at a pressure of

50 kg/cm2 and variable inlet temperatures. Also in this case the agreement between

analytical and experimental results is very good.

In figure 19 a summary of the experimental results are corroared with the

analysis. The data by Quandt [llj and by Spigt et. al for an annulus \lf-\ and a

7-rod cluster [l7] are also included. The present measurements and Cuandt/s data

are in excellent agreement with the predictions, the deviations being less thai

10 per cent. Spigt's data also agree reasonably with the analysis showing devia-

tions up to 35 per cent. These deviations may perhaps be due to the pressure cirnp

over the middle spacer in the test section, which was quite significant and had.

for mathematical purposes, to be distributed uniformly along the test section

when the theoretical model was applied.
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8.0 Application to Heavy Water Boiling Reactors (BHlvRs)

In the present section the previously described analytical and experimen-

tal results will be applied to the assessment of the boiling channels in BHWRs,

One should then bear in mind that the present results were obtained for uniform

power distribution, whereas in a reactor the power distribution varies along

the channel. Applying the theoretical model to the non-uniform cases indicates

that the shape of the power distribution along the channel may have a significant

effect on the stability. However, this has not yet been verified experimentally.

Further, the knowledge about the effects of cross section geometry cannot be

considered sufficient for accurate predictions of the flow stability in fuel

elements consisting of a large number of rods. The conclusions obtained in the

present section should therefore be taken with caution.

The power output of the boiling channels in EHW2s can be limited by one

of the following four criteria.

1. Dynamic burnout caused by hydrodynamic oscillations,

2. Static burnout caused by excessive heat flux.

3. Void reactivity feed back instability.

kt Excessive U0 ? temperatures.

The first three of these criteria are affected by the problems discussed

in this paper.

With regard to l) the available experimental results are considered to

give appreciable support to the theoretical model. When applying the model to

reactor calculations, the pressure loss due to inertial damping in the downcomer

is neglected, since this term is small when only one oscillating channel is con-

sidered. If, on the other hand, all channels would oscillate in phase, which,

however, is very unlikely, the downcomer damping would be significant, and it

is found that this increases the stability threshold.

Since the model in the case of axially uniform heat flux distribution

has given good agreement with experiments for round ducts, with lengths and

hydraulic diameters typical for BHWRs, as well as an annulus and a rod cluster,

it is assumed to give reasonable results for the multi rod cluster fuel elements

for BHWRs. The model, however, predicts the instability threshold only and the

additional power margin to burnout is at present discounted. This may be a con-
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servative approach since, due to larger nuclear fuel time constants a larger

difference between the instability threshold and dynamic burnout may exist in

reactors than in loop experiments.

The void reactivity feedback problem is presently being treated in

Sweden with models in which simplified versions of the model described in this

paper are used to represent the hydraulic part of the problem, and the reactivity

feed back is added. Later the more complete hydraulics will be included in a new

model.

By varying one parameter such as for instance the inlet throttling, the

criteria determining the power limitation may change from dynamic burnout to

static burnout as illustrated by figure 20. A detailed understanding of both

phenomena is therefore essential, and a good design should allow the same safety

margin with respect to both criteria.

The problem of static burnout has been studied experimentally. This study

comprised burnout measurements in round ducts, annuli, 3-rod and 7-rod clusters,

and with regard to the results we refer to (3), (h), (5) and (19)»

Influence of Inlet Throttling

As illustrated by fig. 20 increased inlet throttling in the natural cir-

culation loop for constant i-nlet subcooling, AT , resulted in a gradual increase
s

of the instability threshold and dynamic burnout limit, until eventually the

curves evened out and decreased slightly for the highest inlet throttlings

applied. The burnout curve for the same tube tested in forced circulation with

large inlet throttling has a slight negative slope for the same range of mass

velocities and steam qualities as the natural circulation experiment and gives

eventually a point of intersection with the dynamic burnout curve. It is there-

fore possible to make the two design criteria coincide by selecting an appropri-

ate value for the inlet throttling.

The reason for the nearly flat shape of the static burnout curve when the

flow is throttled is the fact that the decrease in burnout flux resulting from an

increase in quality is almost compensated by the increase in burnout heat flux

with decreasing velocity. For typical BHWRs operating with a given feed water

temperature the degree of subcooling is also affected slightly by quality in

accordance with the heat balance equations: FiT^x + m T , (l - x) = w T. , thus
fw sat in

&Ts - x(Tsat " V ik6)
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and this produces slightly larger variations in velocity for a given variation in

quality, thus compensating to a still greater degree for the influence of quality.

Under these conditions the static burnout flux is practically independent of

quality over the range of practical interest. These conclusions are based on both

the burnout correlation by Becker and Persson [5] and the correlation by Macbeth

[18].

An example on the importance of the inlet throttling for the design of

reactor fuel elements is presented in figure 21, where for different values of

the inlet throttling, the predicted mass velocities in a Marviken fuel element

[20] are plotted versus the power. The curve representing static burnout were

established on the basis of the Columbia rod cluster data [2l|. The intersection

between the stability and the static burnout curve gives a good indication about

the magnitude of the inlet throttling, which is reasonable to apply.

Influence of Equivalent Heated Diameter

According to the previously presented analytical and experimental results

the critical power density at given values for AT and p increases slightly
s

with an increase in the equivalent heated diameter, D , which is based on the

heated part of the perimeter only. For a given cluster, with a certain number of

rods, an increase in the rod spacing with the corresponding increase in shroud

diameter would thus increase the stable channel power more than proportional to D

An increase in D for constant x and m/F is found to reduce the
e re

static burnout heat flux according to both Swedish and American data. On the

other hand, an increase in D under natural circulation would also produce a

reduction in x whilst m/F would nots according to the present measurements,

be affected significantly. Analysing the influence of these changes on the sta-

tic burnout heat flux, it is found that the various factors almost exactly can-

cel over the range of interest. The static burnout flux plotted against D for

a given core height and number and diameter of rods gives thus a practically

horizontal curve. Since the dynamic power limit increases with D , a point of

intersection between the two limits can be found.

The equivalent heated diameter is therefore a valuable design parameter

which together with the inlet throttling enables the engineers to design the

reactor with the same safety margins against dynamic and static burnout.



Influence of Channel Length

The analytical model indicates that a decrease in the boiling channel

length increases the critical power density. For a predetermined reactor -power

and volume a reduction in channel length also reduces m/F«x . Since the static
re

burnout heat flux is mainly a function of m/F*x a reduction in channel length

will increase the static burnout heat flux. However, the gain in power density

is obtained at the expence of increased reactor vessel diameter and increased

neutron leakage.

Influence of Cross Section Geometry

A comparison between the present measurements and the data for an annulus

and a 7-rod cluster by Spigt seem to indicate that the channel cross section has

a relatively small effect on the critical power density. However, more experimen-

tal evidence is needed in order to verify this indication, especially for reactor

fuel elements consisting of a large number of rods.

With regard to the static burnout limit, the differences between round

ducts and rod clusters have been discussed in detail in reference [l9J* where a

burnout correlation covering round ducts, annuli, 3-rod and 7-rod clusters were

developed. It was found that the major differences between round duct and rod

cluster values could be accounted for by considering the ratio, n , of heated to

total perimeter. In the present discussions the equivalent heated diameter, D ,

has been used instead of the perimeter ratio.

9.0 Conclusions

An analytical and experimental study of the hydrodynamic instability and

burnout for flow of boiling water in a natural circulation loop has been tjresen-

ted. The analytical and the experimental results are in good agreement, and it

has been found that the threshold of instability increases with increasing

pressure, inlet throttling and channel diameter, but decreases with increasing

inlet subcooling, outlet throttling and channel length.

It has been shown qualitatively how the hydrodynamic instability and

burnout influence the design of boiling reactor fuel elements.



Symbol Definition

D hydraulic diameter

D heated equivalent diameter

e internal energy

F channel cross section

F outlet area of riser
o

f friction coefficient

g acceleration of gravity

h enthalpy

h_ latent heat of vaporization

Ah. inlet subcooling enthalpy

H liquid level

I integral defined by eq. (25)

k pressure loss coefficient

L heated length

m number.of integration steps up to z

m mass flow rate

M number of integration steps in channel

N number of integration steps in riser

p pressure

Ap pressure drop over test section

Ap^ pressure drop over throttle valve

one-phase flow friction pressure gradient

Q heating power

qT heating power per unit length

q/A surface heat flux

(q/A)__ critical surface heat flux
OK

(q/A)D. burnout heat flux

Dimension

m

9z

Ws/kg

m

m

m/s*

Ws/kg

Us/kg

Ws/kg

m

Ws/m

m

kg/s

kg/cm

o
kg/cm

2
kg/cm

kg/cm m

kW

W/m

W/cm

W/cm2

W/cm2
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Symbol Definition

S

t time coordinate

T™ feed water temperature

Dimension

Tsat

slip ratio, v /v

saturation temperature

AT inlet subcooling temperature

v velocity

v inlet velocity

V volume of test section

w mass velocity = m/F

x steam quality

z length coordinate

z length of non-boiling section
o

a steam void fraction

y parameter defined by eq. (29)

p density

p* density defined by eq. (20)

T passage time defined by eq. (lU)

<p2 two-phase flow friction multiplier

C length coordinate

C. pressure loss coefficient for throttle valve

s

o.

m/s

m/s

m

n

m

kg/m

s

m

Indices

ce

d

f

g

in

r

re

ri

channel exit

downcomer

fluid

gas

inlet

riser

riser exit

riser inlet
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